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Twenty-Eight Navi  
Review Activities 

By Mrs. Sara Brown 
 
Grade Level: Elementary, Middle School, High School 
 
Description: 
This item features twenty-eight ideas for reviewing Navi! It was designed for a 
Montessori-inspired class but can be used in traditional classes as well. Read 
through the list to glean a multitude of fun Chazara ideas! All of these ideas are 
appropriate for reviewing Chumash as well Navi and some may be used in other 
subjects too! 
 
What to download 
 Download the print-ready PDF file (includes lesson plan/instructions). 
 OPTIONAL: Download the editable Word file (does not include lesson 

plan/instructions). 
 

Please note: When choosing an editable file, depending on the version of the 
program that you are using, and the fonts that you have, the document may 
not appear exactly as it was originally intended and/or it may not exactly 
match the PDF that we provide. 

 
Goals/Objectives: 
Students will review and display mastery of the Navi by participating in these 
review activities. 
 
Instructions: 

1. Read through the sheet. 
2. Determine which review assignment/s students will participate in. 
3. Determine the parameters for the assignment mentioned at the top of the 

sheet. 
4. Prepare any necessary supplies. 
5. Inform students of their assignment. 
6. Supervise and offer assistance as necessary. 
7. Grade students’ finished work. 

 
 



Twenty-Eight Chazara Exercises in Navi 
 
A. Everyone does the same thing. 
B. Different students receive different assignments. 
C. Students receive a menu and may choose what appeals to them. 
D. Students receive a menu AND may suggest yet another option if  they have a good idea. 
E. Students earn the right to (c) or (d) by showing that they can follow instructions when necessary. 
 
Resources: May students use their friends? Their notes? You? English? A Hebrew Navi? Or none of  the above? 
Simple Chazara 
1. Skits. 
2. Apples-to-Apples: connect the things and ideas that show up in the Navi. I like to play with only one kind of  
cards: everything may connect to everything else. 
3. Taboo would be another good game to adapt. Charades. Pictionary. 
4. Put the parts of  this story in order. (The dozen or so plot increments of  the perek are written on as many slips of  
paper. I have two sets of  slips, one with numbers and one without. If  they can't do it without numbers, first they do 
it with, and then they test themselves.) 
5. This week my class is obsessed with mood rings, which change color to tell you what your “mood” is. So I asked 
them to be the mood rings of  the navi, and color-code the pesukim with highlighters according to how they would 
have felt had they been there at the time. 
6. Specific kinds of  illustration. Illustrate one idea from this perek using only crayons and watercolor. Illustrate the 
four main events of  this perek using only two colors of  construction paper, scissors, and a glue stick. Illustrate this 
perek using cookie dough. Illustrate this perek using twigs and puddles in the schoolyard. Illustrate this perek in the 
style of  medieval illumination, or whatever style the school art class is currently investigating. Illustrate this parsha as 
a graphic novel. 
7. Cartooning. 
a. by pasuk. Here is a sheet of  empty cartoon boxes, each one captioned with one pasuk; illustrate the events of  each 
pasuk in its box. 
b. by parsha. Here is a sheet with a summary and a blank space for each parsha of  our Navi; illustrate the events of  
each parsha. 
8. Make a board game based on the events of  the Navi so far. 
9. Quiz options. Scavenger hunt, quiz games, “exit ticket” (you have to answer correctly to go to your next class), 
oral test, worksheets. The latter two are not edu-glamorous but my students like them. 
10. Break into partners; each girl gets x number of  pesukim; now explain them to your partner. 
11. Have each girl be a character in the Navi; have her speak her piece and explain her motivations. Or, the students 
on each half  of  the room represent one side of  the story; go round and each girl says one sentence, in character, to 
express something that's on her mind. 
 
Wait I So Don't Get It 
12. Make a map of  all the places that have appeared in the perakim of  the Navi that we learned. 
13. Split the text into sections. Give a title to each. 
13b. Write up the text in outline form. 
13c. Look at the way the text is divided into parshios. Name the main idea of  each. 
14. Rewrite the perek as a... poem, play, news article, op-ed, diary entry, letter, resume, advertisement... 
 
This Is MY Bit of  Navi 
15. Micrography: choose some pesukim you particularly like and illustrate what they are about. 
16. Choose your two or three favorite pesukim from this perek and memorize them and present them to the rest of  
us. In some schools they have the girls write the pasuk out beautifully and illuminate it. 
17. This perek has a lot of  imagery. Choose some imagery you find particularly striking and illustrate it. 
18. Scavenger hunt in teams in the pages of  the navi. Some fun things (“three different kinds of  birds”) and some 
deeper things (“something that makes you happy,” “an image you find disturbing,” “a person being omed in a nisayon”). 
19. Go round and every girl names four ideas or images from the unit that she found particularly striking. 
 



Deeper Comprehension 
20. Anything listed above can easily be deepened. 
21. List of  midos. Which person in this perek has which midos, and how do you know? 
22. Take three to five main themes of  this perek and write a work of  fiction that incorporates them. Your story may 
be set at the time of  the navi if  you like but it doesn't have to be. (For the first perek of  Yeshaya many girls wrote 
dystopian fiction.) 
23. Take the main themes of  this perek. Make a map of  a fantasy land with each theme of  this perek as a 
geographical location. (e.g., in Yeshaya the girls came up with places like the Abandoned Lighthouse of  Truth and 
the Waterfall of  Teshuva which flowed into the such-and-such River. This exercise went over well with girls who 
read high fantasy; it was hard for the others.) 
24. Write and perform a class play based on this Haftorah. 
25. Go through this perek, divide it into paragraphs, and choose the tune to which you would set each one based on 
its content. 
26. Scavenger hunt in the meforshim. Go through the perek and list your questions. These were then put in 
chronological order and redistributed to the class. Go through the meforshim and find answers. X number of  points 
for finding an answer in a Hebrew meforash and X number of  points for finding one in an English meforash and X 
number of  points coming up with your own. (Explain how to identify whether a chiddush is acceptable.) 
27. Other exercises and guided discussions specific to the content of  the navi. The exercises listed above are biased 
toward the creative. With specific content it is possible to get more introspective. 
 
Adar Shtick 
28. Rosh Chodesh Adar fell out when we were learning a Haftorah; so I came in a costume and spoke only (very slow 
and basic) Yiddish and we reviewed using the Tsena uRena. 


